
Adventures with Dax

1. Location

2. Event

3. Adjective

4. Adjective

5. Noun - Plural

6. Sam Adj

7. Verb - Past Tense

8. Adjective

9. Noun

10. Direction Nswe

11. Adjective

12. Same Past Tense Verb To An Ing

13. Same Verb

14. Adjective

15. Animal (Plural)

16. Part Of Body Plural

17. Noun - Plural

18. Number

19. Number

20. Exclamation

21. Year

22. Adjective

23. Adjective
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24. Adjective

25. Sam Adj

26. Adjective

27. Noun

28. Distance

29. Adjective

30. Adjective

31. Part Of Body

32. Adjective

33. Adjective

34. Exclamation

35. Verb - Base Form

36. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

37. Adjective

38. Adjective

39. Adjective

40. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

41. Adjective

42. Public Official

43. Verb - Past Tense

44. Adjective



Adventures with Dax

We where hanging out just north of Location . we had an extra day to kill before having to be at the next

Event so we got the O'l road map out and looked for something Adjective to do.

We decided to go check out Adjective Noun - Plural Park (sp?) I think that was what it was called

sam adj something anyway.

So we Verb - Past Tense the Adjective Noun Bridge heading Direction nswe after

paying the Adjective cost of same past tense verb to an ing the bridge!!! WOW i don't know how people

can stomach paying so much to same verb a bridge just to get to work!!!

The park was one of the first couple of exits across the bridge and had a Adjective view of the

Animal (plural) and part of body plural .

Dax's brother Jody happend to be our designated Driver for this paticular tour! So We head into the park and

take the senic tour around the park and up over the top of the mountain. By the way the sign at the beginning of

the road said something like.....CAUTION ONLY Noun - Plural UNDER Number FEET!

Which we where only at Number so exclamation lets go for it!!!

So Jody takes the Year Ford School Bus up the road. First turn a little Adjective but not to

Adjective !

Then every turn after that became Adjective and sam adj !!!! Up and down and threw the

mountains. If you where looking out the front window when the bus was making the hairpin turns all you saw

was Adjective Noun distance away from the front of the bus till you cleared the corner



!!!

What started as a Adjective sight seeing trip soon turned into a Adjective Part of Body ride

from Hell with every one cheering as we succsessfully made each turn!

When we finally made it out of the park we found ourselfs in some small town, we where going down this street

and Jody says"Hey Heavy, do you feel that"? "It feels like something is Adjective "

So we find a place to pull over and get out to inspect the Bus and try to determine what is wrong with it.

I take one side and Jody the other....All of a sudden i hear.... " Adjective exclamation "!!!

So i Verb - Base Form around to the other side of the bus and find Jody Verb - Present ends in ING at a rim

that has Totaly wore the lug holes out to about 4 inches long!!!!

How those Adjective tires on that side stayed on was Clearly a miracle especialy after just going threw

all those Adjective turns in that park!!!

If they would of came off in that park we all would of been Adjective for sure!!

We ended up Verb - Present ends in ING this Adjective public official that Verb - Past Tense

it up for us!! Adjective doesn't even begin to describe, what happend that day!!
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